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Abstract

•We- ehovrihoiv to obtain the quaslclasEícal i)"oiufion of

a class of f ie ld theories called ultralonal fieJds. Coharant

states that follow the "classical" orbit as definad by

Kiauder's weak correspondence principle and restricttjaction

principle is explicit ly shown to approximate the quantum evolu-

tion as X~*o . fjv\f.o>



Introduction

Ultralocal field theory studies a class of modula which

differ from relativistic tliuorius by the absence of spatial

gradients in the Hamiltoniar., e.g. thu tmti(7fy for scalar

fields.

Exact operator solutions have already beer, obtained for

1 2 •

LhisQ models ' and they may wall providH an altut-ttativr, i..wte

to the perturbative study of quantum field thuory whertt lhe

spatial gradients are to be included as perturbations .'!>nut the

exact» ultralocal solutions. However, up to thir, tkitfl, no on o

has yet succeeded in finding a rapresentation foi inn products

of spatial derivativas in the context of ultr*local rupresent-

at f*. a.

Ultralocal field theory seems to bs particularly appro-

a-1/te for the study of strong coupling limits to relativistic

f «Id theories. For Yang-Hills fields this limit consists of

•opping the magn etic field terms fro» the Kamiltonian i.e.

tie terms containing spatial derivatives. Similarly, fur General

Relativity dropping the spatial scalar Bicci curvaLurb term

rrom the Hamiltonian generator can be tonsiderud as a Strong

roupling Limit . Although strong coupling Yang-Mi!1Ü has been

studied in the context of lattice gauge thnory, this, is not

mandatory and application of ultralocal methods • uums to bu

promissing. The coordinate invariance of gerieral relaticity

makes going to a lattice very unnatural and ultralocaJity

ideas may prove to bs a sound alternative to understand thu

quantized theory.

In this paper ws address the problem of determining a

classicsl limit of an ultralocal scalar quantum field.The in-

tension of these ideas to general relativity has already



workad out and can ba Found in Raf.4. Not only canonical but
2

also affine commutation ralationa will be discussed. The moti-

vation Tor this kind of field lias on the fact that in some ^

ical systems the dynamical variables are constrained one way or

another. This is-the case for axample when one wants to restrict

the spectrum of the field operator to the positive r<»al line.

Then canonical commutation relations are not suitable since i.he

canonical momantum will not be self adjoint under this rnatrac-

tion. Ganaral Relativity exhibits this peculiarity since the

metric tensor on a Cauchy hypersurface must have definite

signature. Thus for completeness we treat in this i>nper both

affine and canonical fields.

Roughly the paper is organized aa follows. §1 contains an

illustration of how one obtains classical limits in the context

of quantum mechanica with the help of coherent stains and tho

rola of the Weak Correspondence Principle (WCP) and the Restricted

Action Principia (RAP) when one triaa to generalize these rnsuits

to field theory. In $2 we present a general discussion abou:

ultralocal scalar fields. The representation we choose is speci-

fied by a kind of ganeralized gaussian vacuum state since this

ia the moat convenient in order to construct coherent states.

The evolution problem la tackled in §3 and the r.uiierunt st-itn*

as givan by the WCP and RAP will be shown to approximate tho

evolution of the wave function as ii-+o , in enalnny with ttc

quantum mechanics case» Discussions and curuiusions is thu

object of }4.

Throughout the paper we denote by the number (r>) an

equation in the paragraph where the number nppeai3. N;.mbur»

(in.il) naan equations in other paragraphs, e.g. (3.2) ia the

second equation in (3.



1. General Remarks on Classical Limit»

(l.l) Quantum Mechanics

Ws btart by reviewing briefly in the context of quantum

inüchanics the methods on which we will bass most of our discus

sion of taking the classical limit or ultralocal field theory.

We work in finite dimensions for simplicity but the extension

to two dimensional boson scalar fields is found in Hepp5. Our

piesentation mill be mostly based on this reference (see also

Klauder and the book by Thirring ) .

Consider a canonical system with the real Hamiltonian

function

£ (0
in the 2n-dimensional space 1R** with (p,q) 6 lR*n . If

grad U= V\l is Lipschitz around q, then the canonical equations

of motion

= fit)

have always a unique local solution for t£(-a,t), a>0, with

initial data

. (2t)

The corresponding quantum mechanical problem

in the HiJbsrt space H-L ( IR*) u/ith inner product (tyá)* (d* Ú>*S nas



always global solutions if the self adjoint exU-nsions of V* '"><* V have a

common duns* domain O with vC*,o)«D. This solution

Yii)«^f (.1 jf^o T » = u(t) Yio) w

is expressed in terms of any self adjoint *x tensionJC of (he operator
s.a. *

*V. In what follows we will not make any distinction between J

The discussion of the connection between (2) and (3) is as old as

quantum mechanics itself . Severn! methods have been devised to study

this problem. The WKB method relates an asymptotic expansion of

solutions of (3) for Ik -»0 to solutions of the Hamilton-J.-icobi equation *lp

Tor (2) . (An application of the WKB approximation to the gravitational

field can be found in the work of Gerlach*). The Feynman integral

appears to be a very flexible tool but its use is beyond the scope of this

f**ti>. The simplest connection between qusntum and classical mechanics,

however, goes back to the Ehrenfest theorem : for every 4*D and V

sufficiently regular

(5)

* r» *

where P = -ihV and Q * x. However (5) does not define a solution of (Z)

«since (*(t),VV<j.(t)) * VV(*(t), Q*(t)}unless V is linear. In general only

forti +0 these expectation values define a solution to (2) . Another My lê



(5) and (t ) when ft •© is to use minimal uncertainty st.->ii?s for P

and Q, i .*. coherent state»*1" l i . Since coherent stnu-s j>n>vi«1e the

main tool for obtaining the quasiclassical approximation for ultralocnl

fields in j 3 we give below an idea of how tho method works.

!n order to have the powers of ft on the right place it is convenient

to use a symmetric representation of the CCR (ennonic.il coinmut.itinn

relations)

where p = -i Ô/9* and q = X. Let «*(q * ip)//2 cC with p,q re«tl

parameters and define

tfrí- if)

«here a = (q • ip)/ /2. Using the C.-nnpbelMIausdorff fonuula

(Y,[Y,X]J* . . . .

Eq. (8) implies that in the coherent state

with (110 >sO, for an arbitrary monomtal in the P-.1» and q».'». one ha*

As an «side notice that in some eases we have to -issume t>i«t the vacuum

state satisfy the factorization property

and <OfqlO>* 0 « <0(p|0> in order for (10) to hold (see Yaffe lb'17 ) .

Hepp'shows that (10) is preserved under time evolution n% given by U(t)



in (4).

as long as the classical orbit q(t) , p(t) specified by (2) exists and V is of

class C3 and decreases sufficiently fast when |x | + ». Kq. (12) is the

coherent state version of the Ehrcnfest theorem in the cl >sf>ical limit.

The fact that olong coherent states the quantum inechanic.il evolution
-•It - * -»/* v

{& «.| CL it)I t\ oc / iind the CIUSM'CHI evolution

c c C t ) = <*»'* °t-it)\Ôi lü **-(*)> are in "weak (orr<.snonflei.ee",

which becomes exact for ft * 0 , has been analysed by Klumler (h.re

However the only rigorous proof of this fact was given by Hepp. Vnder

the same hypotheses underlying (12) he also proves the following

important formula

This equation is constantly mentioned in Kluuder's work ' a but never

proven. He writes it loosely fas we mil de lattr) òks

subscript "cJt" refers to the classical orbit.



There are some systems for which (14) is simply

In thBse casas the initial coherent state is not delormeu

during the evolution but remains a coherent state along tte

classical orbit. Such systems are called exact systems.

(1.2) Generalizations to Field Theory.

The action principle leading to the Schroedinger

equation (3) Is based on the quantum action funtiuna]

where the dot means t-deriuative. If we

replace uf by a coherent state then the restricted action

or>

leads, upon arbitrary variation of p and q, to the classical

equations of motion (2a): {his i s the content of the Jsesífi

Action rknciylC l g
 fRAP. To arrive at this result just

notice that (l?) can ba reexpressed as (assume <tipil>>*0

con»<n\tnt *e do net wrtti 'illicitly % iimt



Then the extremal solutions to ('*) «re given by

where tVP.q) ) in this case isanaloyous to the classical Hainiltonian

(1) . This way of obtaining a relationship between quantum and

• !;• ical systems wfl] be explored in our discussion of ultralocal ' . lar

fields in the following sense.

A

To any quantum system described by a Hamiltonian^C, * pair of

conjugate variables and some vacuum state, we can associate a classical

system such as (»•). The only problem that might arise is to check

whether CD really defines • classical Harofltonian. This is not obvious

when dealing with quantum field theory as we will do later. In fact a

conjecture of Klaudcr called Weak Correspondence Principle1*. WCP. says

that given a quantum generator-4. then the diagonal coherent state matrix
A *

elements of £ has the form of the classical generator (as h •<)). Consider

for instance n neutral scalar field +ÇO with canonical momentum iKx) in

three dimensional Euclidean space. Coherent/analogous io (9) are



where f(x), q(x) are infinitely different! able :^earing functions

with compact support. Then one can show that tii.} momentt•-",.. angu-

Jar momentum and Hamiltonian operators have Lhrir r '̂ IL i ,jl

counterparts as giuen by the WCP (me assume that. tt. .'.VJ operators

annihilate the vacuum state). For example the inurnorttum nn.--.ra Lor

J A Í J ^ ( * ) gives

which is tha classical generator. Note that lha smsaruij func-

tions are playing the role of classical fluids.

Tfiase cunaiderations provide us with a fiai.n oik i ar find-

ing a formula analogous to (14) for ultraiucal sc.lat fields

in §3. We will make an assumption concerning Lhe !o, r. of the

wacuumQj.f. (2.20), (2.27nand thnn shom explicitly that luiisn

thB smearing functions euolue according to tha \ •! '/iih !»>' /!»iW(I

given by the WCP, the evolution of the wave function car, be

approximated by coherent states as t\-+O .

2. Canonical and Affine ultralocal Fields

In this section we rei/iBui the Basential aspBcLs or ultra-

loca] quantum field theories. Citssically the ultialuo.ii ocalar

field is obtained by taking the llami] tonian

X 5
2

and dropping the [7$) term to obtain

0)

By dropping the spatial derivativa» the evolution uf the

at distinrt spatial points is independent c>t all t

light "cor.d' at «ach Xl' 1?x' as collapsed t-j a ' •..

line ' pa-vif.c throuqh X |M>
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quantization of the Hamiltonian.can be accomplished .\\»c!ly, without being

forced to take V(f) as a perturbation.

The quantum theory starts with the introduction of creation and

annihilation operators A+<JI,X). A(JC,X), XelR. xdii* steting <m some

Hubert space H and a unit norm state |0>cH, tilled vacwra state, such

that

[A(*t

Aio> =o
In addition we define the operators

where C(X) la a real valued function satisfying C(X) = C(-X) called

function. We assume that the vacuum state |0> is cyclic.

An overcomplete set of states in H is formed by

JJ <*•<<» W O AV?,*)

where •ch, the Hubert space of square intcgrable functions of x nnd %,

henceforth called small Hilbert space. Given the HUbert space structure

on h one infers a Hilbert space structure on H through the normalized

inner product



n

. f.fc . \ f j» IA tfJJJL . , , . , . It II
where (*f a^-JoxíM Y9 1 S * n B i n n e r t'rori'njt in h auc! /j /I

# 0 '

the associated norm.

WQ wish to have oparators acting on H satisfyiny linu-

nical coinuut.it ions relations. Fur the ulti riiocal ruurisn-;.-. .ÍI i .'< am

that we are studying this is not always possinJa. The up valor

reprusantstJons ara

CD .

.'..iti -jf ying

f0lz) TliU'n = iTi fl(í"í') I dJ D íí# <*/ J j ' i , Ay ,
-co

/

. ^

f/AB B (which formally commutr^ uni.h <P <>ntl

)f ) , (8) and (9) arB canonica l ly conjugatn». For thB most . in-

te res t ing representat ions ( the i r reduc ib le» ) one has Jr* *-W - a->

and consequently jdXiB or\ú Ü(X) are not luell dafinud . Thrf

fac t tha t the conjugate momentum i s undefinud mal;«5? using the

Curi aspondenca P r i n c i p l e to obta in a c lass i ca l l im i t , fo i

theor ies more d i f f i c u l t . In fac t we ware unaMe tu ;::;t;

Inp. UCP in those cases mhars the model funct ion is nut Í I ^ I Í H Ü

ínt t ;grahls rind the discussion about canonical f l u i d s i s roiM^nn-t r a t e d on thosa models uihmre the model f u n c t i o n n a t ' s f y

a f f i n e momentum hoivsvar (see bülniii) in u)(-.l.i

de f ined even f o r non square i n t e g r a b l e C.

A conssqjoncB of tha r e p r e s e n t a t i o n (B) uf f is Li,.it.
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the expectation functional

where fix) is a differentiable function with compact support, satisfies the

condition

for all f j and t2 with disjoint supports. This statistical inritpemlenne of

disjoint spatial volumes is the essence of nltrniocality. In id it ion, the

truncated Green's function! «re all proportional to products f £-

functions1 .

The representation of the Hainiltonian oper»tor is Kiven by

(l5a>

where

A pa*

The potential V(X) is deu-rrninud by the condition

which implies

an»)



!» .í-rve that the operator ft may also be writU-n in tho f.irin

i t h

a-

The matrix elements of the HnmOtoninn in the state |<t> .ire

;u-tu:\3l;irly simple

I JtfrJlV> «

The operator & act» only on the X-dependence of 4> and not on its x-

depundunce. The time evolution operator also has a simple action on ) <

( % s /<1xX(x.))< From (18) it is deer that the dynamics in the field

liilbert space H reduces to that in the small Hubert space h . In other

words instead of doing quantum field theory in H we can equivalently do

quantum mechanics in h. The simplicity of ultralocal field theory is to a

largo extent a consequence of this fact.

The above discussion points out the important role played by the

function C. It determines the form of the potential and whether or not n



is a well defined operator. If C is square integrable then « i s well defined

•nd the representation is reducible. In addition the ground state is not

unique. If C is not square integrable and /x?(X2«l)~1C2(X)dX - - then
A A t

neither • nor * are well defined. Thus we always assume

This condition also guarantees that (11) is well defined. An example of

classes of square integrable and non square integrable model functions

satisfying (19) are given respectively by

cO) = /i7i

where y(X) is an even polynomial. For concretrn» ss one could take

£»*** . (21)

With (21) the potential Hi} corresponding to (ZO) becomes, respectively.

ÈÉ

An alternative ultralocal theory that we will consider is bused on 'he

affine commutation relations . The basic structure i» us above except



t h a t w wi l l r i p i n c e X w i t h k w h i c h i s r e s t r i e t w i t o k > 0 . \V- . - i i
A A

represent operators $(x) nnd K(Jt) satisfying the affine >:oi!iiniit:it)<>n

This is .tsbf-ntially the field version of the com mutation rr]ati-->ri» of t ne I.

algebra of thf affine group.

The affi'ie ultralocal operators are

•'o

A
Observe thai the spectrum of fix^) is positive since k > 0.

The HamUtunian for the affine case is taken to be

with

^ f t J L

A

3{ jC>) : O . Following (20b) we take the model fmirtif-n to



but in this ens* y(k) does not i.i-ed to be even. As in the canonical tr.se

there is a singularity in the potential »tk =0 hut this -.. ;»l cause no

problem in applying the Weak Correspondence Principle and thefdistricted
rVtnclflC

Action/to obtain the iiuasiclassical apprcxiuiHtton.

3 Qunsicliissical Approximation

A formula similar to (1.14) will be obtained Tor the affine field.

Canonical commutation relations are trented later in this section. These

results were obtained by the author in collaboration with M. IM.iti.

It is implicit in Klauder's work that he was avwre of the {xissibility of

obtaining a quasiclassical approximation of tins kind using the W.C1 ' . .

However, he has never done it explicitly.

Coherent states analogous to (l»9) are given by the follo

overcomplete sat

(i)

with p(x) > 0. The renl smearing functions p, q defined on 1R3 will be

taken to be infinitely differential Hnd of coinpHut .support. The unitary
A «

operators (2) expressed in terms of the affine fields $'x) <,,,() K(X)

constitute s representation in the field Hubert spmre H of the affine y.r^i

since Ufp.q^Ulp'iq'JsUtpp'.q+p'lq1] (the affine group on 1R is a two

parameter, non abelian group, given by x +i»"1x + b, VxcJR).

Annlogously when we work with cmionical variubles the unitnry opcr<ii<>rs

of the theory (c.f. (3.30)) constitute a representation of the
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group in H.

The restricted action for the si «tec (1) rr»d6

where3u=/d3í.dK*) MndJ[x) is given by (2.26). To o'>i t>n su^h a

result we have imposed

and alao we have used

U'if,oj («dWpfo«>)UCf/|] ̂ *f < « ^ ^

Arbitrary variattona with respect to P and q in (3) give the following

"classical" equations of motion for the smearing functions

where we have defined



IB

From the Weak Correspondence Principle we interpret (7) as • "Classical"

HamDtonian. Thus we have all the necessary ingredients to approximate

the evolution of • wave vector ]•> (2.18). Before doing this it is

convenient to compute in more detail the form of the HamilIonian (?) .

Consider the derivative

<So

where the "potential" W(p) is

r JC

«nd us* ha* been made of «*k*f(k> «f (ft*') for differentiable f. g with



ft IV
ft = - r - . It e s n be shown that , writing the Oi« rator J» as

OH *

WtCa. (10)

Tor -*Vk C(k)~- CUí"1. (Í) becomes
OK

dk f J/Ã a CUr) I*

('•)

The «volution {t.19) can be expressed in the small HUI». rt space h

as

Coherent states In the small Hubert space that approximate the r .h . s . of

(12) are obtained as follows. Since the states (2.6) are eigenstates of A,

the vecior I * > of the H ijbert space H corresponding to a coherent

is determined by the following element of h;

(n)

/juet ron.put» A(x.k)l^) to obtain
M



The Schroedinger equation in h

where it is not necessary to write explicitly the x-dtp'ndence sine*, «iut

to ultralocaBty, the dynamics at the spatial point K1 is u copy r»f th.it at

x , for any x $ £ j - Thus our problem has been ivri-icud to "quantum

mechanics in k-sp«ce". When some initial condition is chosen, (15) is

equivalent to (12). We will always assume that the u.\- A sttte is a

coherent stnte

with p =p(0), q i q ( 0 ) . Observe that if we were dealing with an ex m

system then (16) would evolve to another coherent state :i»d we could

have written (15) as

where the t-dependence is entirely contained in p and >i. For instance

this Kind of evolution occurs when the model function is constant. In

general we will show that when C(k) has the form (2.27) then system

(6) with Ha mi] to nie n (I)

u •- -

Rive, as fi -»0, an «pproximntP solution to the ticbrofi'i^'-r i.quoHon t>»;it



is

~ * V

In other words the right hand side of (12) can be npj . u > : n.:tn<!

properly selected coherent states:

. (*0

To obtain (It) just compute Us right and left hand si.l. s ( y c - If + f V'

; • «r

where n is given in (2.26b) nnd C(k) in (2.27). Th>- symbols y1 , y 1

mean derivative witf» respect to k and Kp-1 respectively »nd y = y(fc),

y f y ikp- 1 ) . To know under what conditions (I t ) holds we equate

(21) to (21) M ft • 0 and obtain



Multiplying (23) by ^Cikp"1)2 and integrating over k from • to - on*

gets the following relations (*»»••« J#* *C(ft/*| a»m

uo

Observe that we atust check lhat the tens nk[y*'p** ' y"]dropped fro»

(t l ) does not blow up when integrated over p"2 C (kp~*)dk because we

are dealing with non square integrable C(k). Indeed

f f-*. rJ <«>. (27)

Comparing (2S) wiflt (If) it is clear that the coherent state

will spproxtoate the right hand side of (20) if we could

show that

V -

as h • 0. To see thM (21) holds ws just tsk* the derivative of the

"potential" W «• given by (II)



í»

liefíne B change of variables by setting %" JiCM» Í

Then the second term in the right hand side of (29) is clearly of higher

order in h than the first and thus can be dropped. This gives the

desired result.

The conclusion is that the coherent state «hose smearing functions
m

evolve according to the "classical" systeai (It) give the approbation

(29).

The saate analyst» can now be applied to affine or canonical fields

whose model function is square integrable. This later topic wfll be

discussed west while the unsettled case of non square integrable

canonical models doe* » * sttm io frt the p*e*€< f wmeverfc (sec hthw).

Suppose we take C(X) as given by (2.20a). Using ft.13b) we

compute under what conditions the approximation holds. The coherent

states analogous to (2) are in this case constructed from the unitary

operators

in terms of the pair of canonical fields $(x) and *(x). The coherent

state



corn-spends to the following element of the »«all llill>*rt sp»c*

p »

Now w* dm compute both sides of ( I t ) ( VLM s V t C )

(«9

rn>« «ymboi» y 1 . y ' mean derivative wit» respect to K «ml

respectively «Fid y I y(X), y I y(q+X), Equating (3»>wi«i (34) «id

tu king ft • • on* obtidn»



% « f

iif'-ij;'-)'")) . 09

MJI tip lying (36) by -jC(X)2 :md integrating over X frcin — to «<• oiu- tiets

(from now on assume that the model function is nonnali/.tad: / C ( À . ) ? Í I X =

~ f

Notice that

/ d \ - l c ( * ) 2 a 0 since C(X) »C(-X). The next step will Vie io )HAV that

(37a) nnd (37b) are the "classical" solutions obtiiined from the restricted

action principle thus confirming this approximation scheme.

The Restricted Action

I«J* W * £ -

gives the following extremal solutions for the smenring functions

Again, according to the Weak Currospondence Principle,
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is interpreted es • "classical" IlamÜIonian. Oite can show that

where

c%

A» ti • 0 this becomes

(the subscript q menns the corresponding quantity depends on 2 -q

because we have made the change of variable X+q+3). Eq. (39) is now

rewritten AS

• f
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where, from (42)

+»

-to

Since the second integrand in (44) is odd and diups o t. Chang-

ing variables again i-«»-*i , and dropping anothei odd intigrand,

one gets finally

*<©

r

which is nothing more than V(q)f that is (37) corrBu^unds to

(39) as ft-»o •

If the model function is not square intngrable than we

run into trouble when trying to USB the Weak Correspondence

Principia because the first term in the light hand ^ide of

turns out to be infinite sinee it is multiplied by

C(*)1' • It i» true that equations simiJai to (35) and

(36) can still be obtained in this case but we cannot integrate

(36) over "X C(^) to obtain an equation for p. It is m,t

known as yet how to solve this drawback.



.!.?£_iy.sion and Conclusions

Tiie simplicity of ultralocal field theory stems fiom

the fact that we can work in the small Hubert space with finite

degress of freedom instead of the field Hilbert space. We have

seen that affine fields are less singular than canonical fields

and that the approximation scheme in the small Hilbert space

studied no far breaks down uihen non square integrable mod&l

(unctions are used in the canonical context. This is because

me mete unabl» to get rid of an infinity of thB form

u/hi>ii completely hinders the use of the WCP and the restrited

action LJ define the "classical" orbit.

The ideas presented in this paper have already been

applied to some cosmological situations where the giavitatioiun

iteJd exhibits e kind of spontaneously decoupled dynamics in

the asymptotic; region close to the initial singularity (the c,ra_w

itational field is ultralocal in that region far a large class

of sulL-tions to Einsten field equations 2 I > 2 2 » 2 3 ) . Strong

Coupling ang-nilla fields can also be treated as an ultralocal

field and this topic will be tackled in a future publication.

Although we recognize that the concept of ultralocalitv

Ti-ist be weakened in order that operators liko {S7ç) be

i tpri sent. t-d the essential ideas proved to b3 a useful guideline

foi f.iturs developments in those theoretical contexts where

•itralocaJity can be given a physical meaning.
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